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**Abstract**

Naturalistic interventions with refugee populations examine outcomes following mental health interventions in existing refugee service organisations. The current review aimed to examine outcomes of naturalistic interventions and quality of the naturalistic intervention literature in refugee populations with the view to highlight the strengths and limitations of naturalistic intervention studies. Database search was conducted using the search terms ‘refugee’, ‘asylum seeker’, ‘treatment’, ‘therapy’ and ‘intervention’. No date limitations were applied, but searches were limited to articles written in English. Seven studies were identified that assessed the outcome of naturalistic interventions on adult refugees or asylum seekers in a country of resettlement using quantitative outcome measures. Results showed significant variation in the outcomes of naturalistic intervention studies, with a trend towards showing decreased symptomatology at post-intervention. However, conclusions are limited by methodological problems of the studies reviewed, particularly poor documentation of intervention methods and lack of control in the design of naturalistic intervention studies. Further examination of outcomes following naturalistic interventions is needed with studies which focus on increasing the rigour of the outcome assessment process.
A Systematic Review of Naturalistic Interventions in Refugee Populations

This review will examine outcomes following naturalistic mental health interventions with people from refugee backgrounds. Naturalistic interventions refer to interventions which are provided to people from refugee backgrounds within treatment settings as opposed to controlled clinical trials. Naturalistic interventions evidence greater ecological validity compared to controlled trials or single case studies.

Given the nature of the refugee experience, many people from refugee backgrounds have been subjected to a range of traumatic experiences and have suffered significant losses. The impact of these stressors on individual wellbeing is further confounded by difficulties in the post-migration period, where early expectations of resettlement are often not met and difficulties in acculturation arise. The combination of pre-migration trauma and loss, and post-migration difficulties impact the mental health and wellbeing of people from refugee backgrounds (Porter & Haslam, 2005), and necessitate specialised mental health interventions to address these issues. There is evidence to suggest that mental health interventions are effective in minimising the distress experienced by refugee people (Crumlish & O’Rourke, 2010; Nickerson, Bryant, Silove & Steel, 2011; Palic & Elklit, 2010; Murray, Davidson & Schweitzer, 2010). These studies primarily focus on examining outcomes following standardised interventions, whereas the majority of interventions occur in naturalistic settings. Naturalistic interventions assess outcomes following treatment at an existing treatment service. Intervention in naturalistic settings commonly includes psychological therapy in addition to medical and social assistance. The current review aims to examine outcomes of naturalistic interventions and the quality of naturalistic interventions described in the literature with people from refugee backgrounds.

**Mental Health of Refugees**
People from refugee backgrounds experience significantly poorer mental health and well-being than the general population (Fazel, Wheeler, & Danesh, 2005). While there is some contention about the cross cultural validity of diagnosis (Aroche & Coello, 2004), post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and depression are found to predominate in refugee populations (Fazel et al., 2005). In a large systematic review it was estimated that for refugees, rates of PTSD across all cultural groups are around 9%, major depression around 5%, and generalised anxiety disorder around 4% (Fazel, et al., 2005). Mental health problems negatively impact refugee adjustment and wellbeing: PTSD and depression limit improvements in quality of life (Silove, Manicavasagar, Coello, & Aroche, 2005) and PTSD is related to increased physical disability (Silove, et al., 2007). Further, despite improvement over time, people from refugee backgrounds remain vulnerable to mental health problems and are likely to experience recurrence of symptoms when under stress (Silove et al., 2007; Vaage et al., 2010).

**Mental Health Interventions with Refugees**

Overall, results of the current reviews suggests that therapeutic interventions can have a positive effect on mental health and quality of life for people from refugee backgrounds (Crumlish & O’Rourke, 2010; Nickerson et al., 2011; Murray et al., 2010; Palic & Elklit, 2010). Cognitive-behavioural therapy (CBT) is the most studied treatment in the refugee intervention research (Murray et al., 2010; Palic & Elklit, 2010), and along with narrative exposure therapy (NET), is the most supported treatment modality in therapeutic interventions with people from refugee backgrounds (Crumlish & O’Rourke, 2010; Palic & Elklit, 2010). While Murray and colleagues (2010) found that a range of interventions, including psychological therapy, community based interventions, and pharmacotherapy, showed moderate to large effect sizes for reducing PTSD symptoms and anxiety in people from refugee backgrounds.
Reviews of refugee mental health interventions reflect the tendency of research in refugee populations to focus on trauma and PTSD. Nickerson and colleagues (2011) found that trauma-focused therapy was effective in decreasing PTSD symptoms, and further often lead to decreases in other negative symptoms (e.g., depression, anxiety or symptoms of physical illness). Nickerson and colleagues also concluded that there was limited evidence for multimodal treatments in treating PTSD, that is, interventions using multidisciplinary treatment commonly within a naturalistic setting.

Intervention studies can be divided between formal controlled interventions and naturalistic interventions. Previous reviews of mental health interventions with refugee populations have largely focused on treatment outcomes following controlled interventions (e.g., Crumlish & O’Rourke, 2010; Nicholl & Thompson, 2004; Nickerson et al., 2011; Palic & Elklit, 2010; Murray et al., 2010). While Nickerson and colleagues (2011) provided some examination of multimodal interventions in a review of PTSD treatment in refugee populations, there has been limited systematic examination of such interventions in their own right. The current review aims to examine the outcomes and quality of naturalistic interventions in treating the mental health problems of people from refugee backgrounds, with the view to highlight the strengths and limitations of naturalistic intervention studies.

**Method**

Literature search was completed using online databases (PsycInfo, Pubmed, Embase), and by reviewing the reference list of articles identified. To minimise publication bias, searches were also conducted using internet search engines (Google, Google Scholar). Search terms included: refugee, asylum seeker, treatment, therapy, and intervention. To ensure an exhaustive search of the literature no date limitations were applied, however the search was limited to articles written in English. This review is based on papers a) providing mental health interventions in a naturalistic setting, b) to adult refugees or asylum seekers, c) in a
country of resettlement, d) with more than 10 participants, and e) using quantitative outcome measures of mental health. The criteria aimed to ensure consistency between the studies and to increase the robustness of the systematic review. Naturalistic interventions were defined as those assessing mental health outcomes in an existing treatment service. Treatment in these settings often encompasses other forms of assistance including medical and social assistance. Information extracted from the studies included: participant information (age, nationality, diagnosis), treatment method, duration, quantitative symptom outcome variables, and results. To ensure validity in the review process, this review was conducted in accordance with the guidelines set out in the PRISMA statement (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses) (Moher et al., 2009).

Results

A total of seven naturalistic intervention studies were identified that met the inclusion criteria, a summary of these studies can be seen in Table 1. Two studies identified through the search were included as one study because they described different follow-up periods of the same intervention (Carlsson, Mortensen & Kastrup, 2005; Carlsson, Olsen, Kastrup & Mortensen, 2010). Figure 1 details the process of selecting studies to be included in the review. Given the aims of the present review, studies were excluded that were conducted with families and children families and children, lacked quantitative outcome measures, had less than 10 participants, were implemented in a non-naturalistic setting or controlled design or were not conducted in a country of resettlement.

Figure 1 goes about here

Naturalistic Intervention Studies
The impact of treatment on victims of torture resettled in Germany was assessed by Birck (2001). Participants comprised asylum seekers who were patients of a specialist torture treatment centre in Berlin. Symptoms of PTSD, anxiety, depression were measured at pre-intervention, post-intervention and at two years follow-up. Participants received a combination of interventions from the specialist treatment service which included weekly psychotherapy, medical care and social support. Participants attended psychotherapy weekly for an average of 23.5 months (SD = 9.7, range = 7-40 months). Therapy was primarily psychodynamic with 83% of participants receiving psychodynamic psychotherapy; the remaining participants received systemic therapy (7%), Gestalt therapy (7%) and cognitive behavioural therapy (3%). Due to significant missing data at the post-intervention phase comparisons were made between symptom scores at pre-intervention and two years follow up. Results showed no change in symptom scores for PTSD, anxiety and depression. Participants reported a significant decrease in PTSD intrusion symptoms over the course of the intervention, but this comparison was problematic due to substantial missing data from the pre-intervention assessment. Birck attributed this lack of symptom change to the complexity of the participants presentation and the difficulty in using outcome measures in a refugee population. Qualitative interview data with participants identified clinically significant improvement in symptoms despite the absence of statistically significant improvement.

Brune and colleagues (2002) examined the impact of therapy on refugees engaged with multiple specialist refugee treatment services in Sweden and Germany (one therapist for 92% of participants). All participants were defined as ‘traumatised’ refugees and had received a minimum of three months therapy. Participants received an average of 21.5
months (range 3 months – 6 years) of therapy in addition to medical and social assistance. The description of therapy offered was limited but was described as patient centred psychotherapies which included crisis intervention, short term therapy and long term therapy. Depression symptoms were measured at pre- and post- intervention, and were shown to significantly decrease. A measure of clinician rated overall symptom severity and current functioning (Clinical Global Impressions Scale) showed significant improvements in functioning over time.

Carlsson and colleagues (2005) similarly assessed psychiatric symptoms following specialised treatment for torture victims resettled in Denmark. Participants received a combination of psychotherapy, medical help, physiotherapy and social assistance; 71% of participants received multidisciplinary intervention and 75% of participants attended sessions with a psychiatrist or psychotherapist. At post-intervention participants had attended a mean of 35 ($SD = 23.13$) sessions at the specialist treatment service (the purpose of these sessions cannot be determined based on the available data). The data consisted of symptoms of PTSD, depression and anxiety, and quality of life at pre-intervention and post-intervention 9 months after the start of treatment. Results showed no significant change in any of the outcome measures at post-intervention. A 23 month follow-up was conducted with 45 of the original participants (Carlsson, et al., 2010). At this time, participants had engaged in an average of 14.3 months of treatment and attended an average of 61 ($SD = 43.19$) sessions, of which 26 ($SD = 18.28$) had been with a psychiatrist or psychotherapist. That is, for some participants treatment had extended beyond the scope of the first study. At follow-up, participants had experienced significant decreases in symptoms of PTSD, depression and anxiety compared to pre-intervention. In addition participant’s quality of life had improved in the environmental domain of the WHOQOL-Bref (World Health Organisation Quality of Life).
A study conducted in a specialised Indochinese Psychiatric Clinic examined the impact of a multidisciplinary intervention on psychological symptoms in Cambodian, Hmong/Laotian and Vietnamese refugees resettled in the United States (Mollica et al., 1990). Half of the participants had a diagnosis of PTSD (DSM-III) and all had experienced trauma. The number of traumas experienced varied due to cultural group and gender. Participants from Cambodian background had the highest rates of trauma, were more likely to have a PTSD diagnosis at pre-intervention, and had significantly higher rates of depression than participants from Hmong/Laotian or Vietnamese refugee background. Participants received six months of psychological, medical and social interventions at a specialist Indochinese Psychiatric clinic (Mollica & Lavelle, 1988). Depression and anxiety were measured at pre- and post-intervention. Comparison of pre- and post- intervention showed that participant improvement was dependent on cultural background: while Cambodian participants experienced a reduction in depression symptoms, Hmong/Laotian and Vietnamese participants did not. None of the participants experienced a significant change in anxiety.

Palic and Elklit (2009) examined psychiatric symptoms in refugees who received treatment at a specialist refugee trauma service in Denmark. The participants all had an ICD-10 diagnosis of post-traumatic stress disorder, adjustment disorder or enduring personality change after a catastrophic experience. Participants received 16-18 weeks of weekly psychological therapy, weekly physiotherapy and pharmacotherapy (all participants’ prescribed anti-depressant or anti-psychotic medication). The psychological interventions were described as predominantly cognitive behaviour therapy with a focus on exposure within the context of Judith Herman’s trauma treatment principles of establishing safety, remembrance and mourning, and reconnection with ordinary life (Herman, 1997). Psychiatric symptoms were assessed at three time points: pre-intervention, post-intervention, and six month follow-up. Scores on the Harvard Trauma Questionnaire showed that even though
there was no overall decrease in symptoms between pre- and post-intervention, at six months follow-up there had been a significant decrease in PTSD symptoms. However, this effect was not consistent across all PTSD symptom areas: results showed significant decreases in re-experiencing symptoms and avoidance-numbing symptoms, there were no changes in symptoms of hypervigilance. Symptoms of depression, anxiety and somatisation were significantly decreased at post-intervention. Although the effect had decreased by six months follow-up, symptoms remained significantly lower than pre-intervention.

Renner (2009) provided psychotherapy to refugees and asylum seekers who had resettled in Austria. The service organisation was a non-government organisation which offered free services to refugees and asylum seekers for trauma and resettlement issues. The theoretical framework for therapeutic interventions differed between the seven therapists engaged in the study; however therapy was described as being underpinned by a philosophy of promoting client’s resources and avoidance of re-traumatisation due to early or inappropriate exposure to traumatic material. Therapies included psychodramatic treatment (45% group treatment, 27% individual therapy), behaviour therapy (16%), and existential analysis (11%). Therapy duration averaged 18 months ($SD = 14.0$) but therapy was ongoing for some participants. Psychological symptoms were measured at pre-intervention and post-intervention, or at the time of study data collection for participants in continuing therapy. Results showed a decrease in clinical symptoms on the German version of the Brief Symptom Inventory. Due to the presence of validity related issues using the Brief Symptom Inventory in refugee populations the authors were unable to examine symptom domains on this measure.

A recent study has examined the outcomes of interventions in refugees who had resettled in Australia (van Wyk, Schweitzer, Brough, Vromans & Murray, 2012). Participants were refugees from Burma who had been resettled in Australia. Participants engaged in an
average of 11.34 ($SD = 6.94$, range 0-33) service contacts which consisted of therapeutic interventions, assessment, social assistance and referrals where appropriate. Participants received psychological interventions consisting of psychoeducation, structured-skills based therapy, supportive therapy, expressive therapy, couples and family therapy, CBT and exposure therapy. Given the nature of the organisation, not all participants engaged in the intervention. Symptoms of PTSD, anxiety, depression and somatisation were measured at pre-intervention and post-intervention when participants finished engagement with the service, time to post-intervention was uncontrolled ($M = 6.9$ months, $SD = 3.0$, range = 1-14) and impacted by missing data (post-intervention data collection date only recorded for 60% of participants). Results showed significant decreases in PTSD, anxiety, depression and somatisation. However, hierarchical regressions showed that outcomes for psychological symptoms were unrelated to the intervention received, and were primarily predicted by pre-intervention symptoms.

**Limitations of studies**

The studies reviewed here provide a significant contribution to our knowledge on mental health interventions in naturalistic settings. However, a number of limitations were identified in the literature reviewed (limitations summarised in Table 1). Although some of the limitations are inherent within the design of a naturalistic intervention they limit the capacity to determine the extent to which the outcomes are related to the treatment received. None of the studies included in the review used a control group. In several studies the symptom assessment was limited by a lack of blind assessment and the involvement of therapists in the assessment process (Brune et al., 2002; Palic & Elklit, 2009; Renner, 2009). Further limitations in assessment included use of measures which lack appropriate validation with refugee populations (Brune et al., 2002; Renner, 2009). Most of the studies reviewed did not provide sufficient description of the psychological services received by participants.
Finally, there were significant limitations in some of the studies reviewed where the assessment of results was impacted by incomplete or missing data (Birck, 2001; van Wyk et al., 2012).

Discussion

The results of the current review of interventions within naturalistic settings suggest that refugee clients engaged in naturalistic interventions experience decreases in symptoms of psychopathology over time and that these changes are maintained or increase over the long term. These decreases in symptoms were demonstrated with moderate to large effect sizes. Interventions in the reviewed studies reflected a range of psychological theories and commonly incorporated multidisciplinary interventions, such as medical and social assistance. Comparison between the seven naturalistic interventions identified is complicated by large variations in services offered between agencies, and the limited information available in some of the studies regarding therapeutic interventions. The results of the current review suggest that refugees engaged with specialist refugee treatment agencies experience high rates of trauma, torture and psychological distress. The majority of participants in the studies reviewed met diagnostic criteria for PTSD, enduring personality change after a catastrophic event or another major affective disorder (Brune et al., 2002; Mollica et al., 1990; Palic & Elklit, 2009), or scored within the clinical range on symptom measures such as the Harvard Trauma Questionnaire (HTQ) or Hopkins Symptom Checklist (HSCL) (Birck, 2001; Carlsson et al., 2005; van Wyk et al., 2012).

Treatment effects were not consistent across all studies, with some studies showing no change in symptoms (Birck, 2001), no change in symptoms until follow-up (Carlsson et al., 2005, 2010) or symptom change in only one participant group (Mollica et al., 1990). Given the large variation in the methodology of the studies reviewed it is difficult to determine
those factors that underlie the differences between studies which had positive outcomes and those that did not. This is made more complex by the fact that people seeking refuge come from different cultural groups, come from different countries, speak different languages, and their experiences differ vastly. Many have been in refugee camps for extended periods and have very different resettlement experiences. While, overall the results suggest the potential value of naturalistic interventions in decreasing symptoms of psychopathology in refugee people, due to methodological limitations and significant variation amongst participants groups it cannot be concluded that this change can be attributed to the interventions received by participants and the mechanisms underlying symptom change cannot be identified in the current review.

Although Carlsson and colleagues (2005) did not find significant decreases in participant symptoms, many of these participants had not yet completed therapy. There is potential that treatment was ongoing in the study by Carlsson and colleagues (2005) due to lack of symptom change in these participants. The impact of ongoing treatment potentially explains the positive outcomes that were identified by Carlsson and colleagues (2010) at follow-up where participants had on average an extra 25 sessions of intervention at the specialist treatment service. Further, as argued by Carlsson and colleagues (2005) the complexity of the trauma and the extended time since traumatisation is suggestive of chronicity in participant symptomatology, with positive outcomes only occurring after longer term engagement in therapy.

Participants in the studies reviewed often reported clinically significant change in the absence of statistically significant change (e.g., Birck, 2002; Carlsson et al., 2005). This suggests that the measures used in the studies reviewed are not sufficiently sensitive to detect change which participants find meaningful. This may represent statistical difficulties in high symptomatology and limited score variability (e.g., Birck, 2002; Palic & Elklit, 2009), but
may also pertain to arguments about culturally relevant symptomatology. The literature reviewed tended to focus on westernised concepts of PTSD and gave preference to symptoms of depression and anxiety. Although these symptoms as assessed by the HTQ and HSCL do have relevance in refugee populations (Hollifield et al., 2002), such measures are unlikely to capture all of the culturally relevant symptoms and concerns of individuals from multiple cultural backgrounds. The addition of somatisation measurement by van Wyk and colleagues (2012) addresses these issues in part, but no study reviewed focused on assessment of culturally relevant symptoms. Focus on issues such as functional impairment rather than symptomatology and diagnosis may have greater cross cultural validity and have the capacity to increase assessment of wellbeing in future naturalistic studies.

Given the impact of culture there is potential that the multiple backgrounds of the refugee participants included in the studies reviewed impacted the results. For example, even when controlling for PTSD diagnoses, and the experience of trauma and torture, Mollica and colleagues (1990) found significant differences in psychological distress and treatment outcomes dependent on cultural background. While Cambodian refugees improved, Hmong refugees showed a non-significant worsening of symptoms within the same treatment program. Similarly, in a controlled intervention study Schulz and colleagues (2006) found differences in outcome for Bosnian and Afghan refugees: Afghan refugees appeared to respond to treatment better, that is, pre-intervention they showed greater posttraumatic symptomatology than Bosnian refugees, but endorsed fewer symptoms post-treatment. Differences between cultural groups reflect a multitude of factors including differences in cultural expectations of psychological symptoms, willingness to engage in therapeutic interventions, and heterogeneity of the refugee experience. Mollica and colleagues (1990) argued that differences between cultural groups in their own study could potentially be
attributed to cultural differences in illness attributions, understanding of the therapeutic process and high rates of substance abuse in one of the cultural groups.

Differential outcomes highlight the problems associated with treating people from refugee backgrounds as a homogenous group. Further, reviews of therapeutic efficacy have shown that interventions are more effective when conducted with culturally homogenous groups (Griner & Smith, 2006; Murray et al., 2010) because of a greater capacity to target culturally relevant issues (Griner & Smith, 2006). The relationship between culture and outcomes is further problematic given that all of the reviewed studies (with the exception of van Wyk et al., 2012) provided interventions to culturally heterogeneous groups and with the exception of Mollica and colleagues (1990), did not assess cultural differences in outcomes. The use of heterogeneous cultural groups does, however, increase the generalisability of the data within the naturalistic interventions reviewed and it could be argued that client heterogeneity is valid in this body of research because multicultural flexibility is a realistic expectation within refugee treatment organisations.

**Recommendations for future research**

Advancing knowledge in service provision in response to refugee mental health concerns requires improved quality and rigour in research examining outcomes following naturalistic intervention. There were a number of methodological issues identified in the studies reviewed that impaired our capacity to draw conclusions regarding the efficacy of such interventions. While it is recognised that achieving high levels of control are not the primary intention within a practice-based evidence paradigm (Barkham & Mellor-Clark, 2003), it is possible to increase the rigour of naturalistic interventions so as to improve confidence in their outcomes. The use of comparison groups would assist naturalistic intervention studies to provide meaningful data regarding factors related to participant outcomes. This is, however, often not possible in the context of studies conducted within
existing refugee health services where it is not ethically or reasonably possible to withhold treatment from some individuals and the aim is to test the outcomes of ‘treatment as usual’, which is commonly used as the comparison group in standardised, controlled interventions. One of the studies included here attempted to address these issues by implementing statistical controls to isolate the impact of treatment on outcomes (van Wyk et al., 2012). Although not comparable to a control group, statistical methods have some capacity to isolate treatment effects and may be utilised in further research.

Further, the results of the current review highlight the need for greater rigour in reporting the interventions received by participants within the service organisation. The studies reviewed often provided limited description of the services offered to participants. A more comprehensive description of services would allow for greater clarity in comparisons within the naturalistic intervention literature and between naturalistic interventions and the results of standardised, controlled trials. Not only does this description need to include a more comprehensive description of the types of treatments offered, but also provide more information regarding the length and frequency of intervention sessions. This is particularly important given that within controlled intervention literature there is evidence that therapeutic dose affects outcomes (Drozdek & Bolwerk, 2010a; Schulz et al., 2006).

Finally, greater length of follow-up will allow for further assessment of symptoms over time. This is particularly important given the impact of extended periods of time on symptom change in refugee clients in the studies reported in the current review. It is necessary to utilise long term follow-ups that allow these changes to develop and to examine the reactivation of symptoms that has been noted to occur in highly traumatised refugee populations (e.g., Birck, 2001; Silove et al., 2007; Vaage et al., 2010).

**Limitations of the review**
Although a rigorous approach to literature search was conducted, it is possible that relevant articles may not have been sourced and the presence of publication bias increases the likelihood that a positive effect will be found. Further, the current review only searched and reviewed articles written in English.

There is an argument that research should be interpreted in terms of the strength of the evidence. Randomised controlled trials are generally regarded as the gold standard, with naturalistic intervention studies regarded as being less persuasive (e.g., National Health and Medical Research Council, 2009). Based upon this approach, naturalistic studies are to be evaluated with caution. However, the value of this review lies in its capacity to highlight the strengths and limitations of previous intervention studies, and to make recommendations to improve the implementation of research within the naturalistic setting.

Conclusions

Refugee service organisations provide therapeutic services to highly traumatised and distressed people. The results of the current review suggest that people from refugee backgrounds who engaged with the specialist treatment organisations reviewed experienced decreased symptoms of psychopathology, with this change improving or being maintained over time. Treatment within the naturalistic setting appears to be psychotherapeutically integrative and prioritise a multidisciplinary approach to meet the multiple needs of traumatised refugee clients. The participants in the studies reviewed here had all experienced significant rates of trauma and torture, had high rates of psychiatric diagnosis and experienced significant symptoms of psychopathology. Given the specialised nature of the treatment services in which these interventions were conducted it is likely that this group of participants reflect a unique level of symptom severity and complexity. Although the mechanisms by which symptom change occurs cannot be identified based on the current
research, the people involved attending these specialist treatment services overall experience decreased distress over time.
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